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M Ride Becomes an Official Partner of the Las Vegas Raiders

LAS VEGAS- The Las Vegas Raiders and M Ride Nevada announced their new and
exciting partnership today, naming M Ride ( mride.com ) an Official Partner of the Las Vegas
Raiders and Allegiant Stadium.

“M Ride is a proud Nevada small business that works with the best local transportation
companies to provide a first class and affordable service for our customers,” said M Ride CEO
and co-founder Eddy Abiano. “Fans traveling to and from Allegiant Stadium can now enjoy an
affordable luxury shuttle from some of the best resorts and casinos in Las Vegas. We could not
be more thrilled and proud of our new partnership with the Raiders and Allegiant Stadium.”

M Ride’s transportation platform gives local and visiting fans alike the ability to book round
trip individual seats on luxury buses that shuttle them safely and comfortably from their
resort and casino partners’ properties around Las Vegas. M Ride provides fans with round trip
transportation to and from Allegiant Stadium in the same luxury fashion as their favorite team,
players, and artists visiting the award-winning global events destination.

“We are pleased to team up with M Ride to offer their impressive list of transportation services
to Raider Nation and guests of Allegiant Stadium,” said Las Vegas Raiders Senior Vice
President, Chief Sales Officer Qiava Martinez.

Mride is proud to provide its customers with a frictionless and affordable experience before and
after the concerts and sporting events at Allegiant Stadium, while also alleviating traffic for all
fans in attendance.

Tickets for luxury shuttle seats to events at Allegiant Stadium are on sale now at mride.com.

About M Ride
M Ride was founded in 2015 in San Francisco and has been providing premium shuttle
transportation for the past eight years throughout the Bay Area. M Ride offers roundtrip rides on
their luxury buses to Northern California locales to various exciting destinations and events!
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